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Abstract. In most mainstream object-oriented languages, the object
initialization protocol is based on constructors, where different construc-
tors of the same class are, in fact, overloaded variants of the same method.
This approach has some disadvantages: it forces an exponential growth
of the code with respect to the number of properties, it may cause du-
plication of code, and it may create unnecessary code dependencies.

To the best of our knowledge, the literature lacks formal proposals
that model non-trivial object initialization protocols.

In this paper we present a calculus (called FJMIP), which is an ex-
tension of the Igarashi-Pierce-Wadler Featherweight Java and models a
novel object initialization protocol. Our calculus is reasonably simple,
but it offers two benefits: (i) it formalizes a modular way of initializing
objects that does not suffer from the previous mentioned flaws, while still
being an expressive object initialization protocol; (ii) as a by-product,
it allowed us to introduce a novel technique to prove that our object
initialization process actually initializes all the fields of an object.

1 Introduction

Most object-oriented class-based languages are equipped with some form of
object initialization protocol. This protocol describes two aspects:

– what kind of information must be supplied to a class, to create and initialize
an object. A class may support more than one variant of object initializa-
tion, which means that there may be more than one accepted set of such
information;

– what code is executed during this initialization. The sequence of instructions
which should be executed depends on the kind of information supplied, there-
fore if the class supports distinct sets of information to be supplied during
initialization, then, for any such a set, a different sequence of instructions
must be executed.

Usually, initialization protocols are specified by a list of constructors. Each
constructor corresponds to one accepted set of information and every construc-
tor consists of: (i) a list of parameters (names and types), specifying a set of
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information required to initialize an object; (ii) a body, containing a list of in-
structions which should be executed in order to initialize an object.

This traditional constructor approach has many different disadvantages: (i)
it makes the number of constructors grow exponentially with respect to the
number of properties, and this is noticeable especially when a class contains
many different properties, each of them with multiple variants of initialization;
(ii) very often, it enforces the duplication of the initialization code; (iii) it causes
unnecessary code dependencies.

Our novel initialization protocol is based on the idea of splitting big construc-
tor declarations into smaller and composable parts, called initialization modules
(or ini modules). Ini modules still allow a static verification of the declarations
of the initialization parameters and of the object creation expressions, but: (i)
they need less coding than constructors; (ii) they do not enforce copying of the
code (as the constructors do).

In order to know more about ini modules, we direct the reader to the papers
[9,3] that contain: (i) a detailed description of the motivations for introducing
ini modules; (ii) a description of the full version of our initialization protocol,
extending the one presented here by allowing more flexibility in the declaration
of the ini modules, expressions evaluating into default values for ini modules
parameters, exceptions declarations to be thrown by the ini modules; (iii) a
detailed comparison of our proposal with related proposals of initialization pro-
tocols present in the literature; (iv) the presentation of JavaMIP, which is an
extension of Java with ini modules; (v) a seamless integration of the new ap-
proach with mainstream languages (such as Java); (vi) and the description of a
JavaMIP working implementation equipped with some evaluation benchmarks.
However, the papers [9,3] do not deal with the formalization of this approach.

In the literature, there exist a few proposals of formal calculi modelling well
the concepts of class and object, and the operations on them, such as the method
call. Those calculi are usually equipped with type-checking systems, and proven
sound via some well-known properties, such as the subject reduction. However,
most of those calculi do not deal with the formalization of any non-trivial object
initialization protocol. We believe that this depends mainly on the fact that
classical constructors are almost always modelled as overloaded variants of the
same method.

In this paper we present FJMIP, which is an extension of FJ [8], that models
our novel object initialization protocol based on ini modules. FJMIP is reason-
ably simple, but it has some unusual properties: the formalization of the step-
by-step initialization process (which concerns the change of state of the object
being initialized) is done without the typical but complicated usage of heap and
references. Additionally, we use null values during the the initialization process
to represent fields not yet initialized, and we prove that, at the end of the pro-
cess, no field will have a null value, i.e., no field remains uninitialized. This is a
strong property that our modular approach enjoys, which cannot be verified for
most object-oriented languages.
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In order to read this paper, some knowledge on FJ would be preferable, but: (i)
our initialization protocol is orthogonal to the other features of FJ (in particular,
to the semantics of method invocation); (ii) FJ is a functional subset of Java.
Therefore, the reader needs only some familiarity with Java itself.

2 FJMIP Syntax

In the definition of the FJMIP calculus, we will use the following notations:

– a to denote a set of elements {a1, ..., an}.
– −→a to denote a sequence of elements (a1, ..., an). We assume that every se-

quence can be implicitly converted to a corresponding set.
– A · B to denote a concatenation of two sequences. In contexts in which a is

an element, we will use A · a to denote A · (a), and a ·A instead of (a) ·A.
– t[e/x] denotes the term t where every occurrence of x is substituted by e.
– t[−→e /−→x ] (defined if the length of −→e is equal to the length of −→x ) denotes the

parallel substitution of a sequence of variables by a sequence of expressions.
– s[i← e] denotes a sequence, which in every position has the same element as

in s, except for position i in which it has e. For example, (a, b)[2← h]=(a, h).
– � denotes the union of disjoint (tagged) sets. A tagged set is a set of pairs

(name,type).

We present now the FJMIP context-free grammar (which was derived from the
FJ one, and it is a subset of the full JavaMIP grammar, [9]). The shaded pro-
ductions are used only during the evaluation, and they are not part of the “pro-
grammer syntax”:

L ::= class C extends C { −−→C f; RIM;
−−−−→
OIM;

−→
M }

M ::= C m (
−−→
C x) { return e }

RIM ::= required C (
−−→
C p) initializes () { −−−−−−−−−→this.f = e; }

OIM ::= optional C (
−−→
C p) initializes (−→p ) { new[p := e] }

IM ::= RIM | OIM
e ::= x | e.f | e.m(−→e ) | (C) e | new C[p := e] |

new C(−→e ) | new C(
−−−−−→
e | null)[p := e][

−−→
IM]

The productions define the following syntactic domains:

L: declarations of classes. A declaration consists of the name of the class, the
name of the parent class, and the members of the class, which are fields,
initialization modules (one required and some optional) and methods;

M : methods;
IM = RIM ∪ OIM : declarations of initialization modules, required and

optional1;
e: terms (also called expressions).

1 In the production for OIM , the 2nd and 3rd occurrences of p will be always instan-
tiated with the same sequence of variables (see Sections 4 and 5).
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Symbols C, D, E, T range over class names, symbols f , g range over field names,
symbol m indicates a method identifier, p, q, r range over names of initialization
parameters (which are a special case of variable), and e, t range over expressions.
Moreover, we use the meta-keyword mod to denote one of the keywords required
or optional. We identify terms up to an equivalence relation, including permu-
tation over sets of assignments.

Methods, fields, method invocation, field lookup, and casts are the same as for
FJ. However, an FJMIP class does not have the FJ constructor, but contains,
besides field and method declarations, the declaration of ini modules, whose
execution will induce a modular object initialization process. Each class must
contain exactly one required ini module and can contain some optional ini mod-
ules.

A required ini module takes some input parameters −−→C p that may be used in
the expressions e to initialize the class fields f . An optional ini module takes some
input parameters (listed before the keyword initializes) that may be used to
initialize the output parameters (listed after) via the e expressions. Those output
parameters are input parameters of other modules declared above in the same
class or up in the hierarchy, thus their initialization causes the “following” ini
module to be executed, according to a semantical order which will be explained
later in the paper.

The execution of the ini modules is triggered by an expression of the form new
C[p := e], that will invoke the first ini module, i.e., the one that will consume
(some of) the p parameters, explicitly initialized in the new. Note that here we
use square brackets instead of parentheses, as it is instead in new C(e), to obtain
a non-ambiguous syntax in the case of empty sets of parameters.

An expression representing an object during the initialization process, called
the intermediate form, has the syntax new C(

−−−−−→
e | null)[p := e][−−→IM ]. It (i) de-

scribes the state of the object (that is, for every field, there is a corresponding
expression, or a null if the field is not yet initialized); (ii) lists the parameters
not yet consumed; (iii) and keeps track of those ini modules which are to be
executed in order to consume the parameters. The execution proceeds from the
last ini module in the sequence.

An initialized object is represented by the expression new C(−→e ). In particular,
the −→e are the initialization expressions for the fields. The expression new C(−→e )
is part of the original FJ object syntax, therefore the original FJ reduction rules
apply to it.

As it is for FJ, a class table CT is a mapping from class names C to class
declarations, and an FJMIP (FJ) program is a pair (CT ,e) of a class table
and an expression. Likewise in the presentation of FJ, we assume a fixed class
table CT (on which we assume that the same sanity checks of FJ are
done).

Below we present an example of FJMIP program (using the type float only
for the example’s sake, even though there are no primitive types in FJMIP), to
which we will refer in the sequel:
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/* Class of points definable by two different coordinate systems: */

class Pt { float x,y;

required Pt (float x, float y) initializes ()

{ this.x = x; this.y=y; } //RPt - main ini module for Pt

optional Pt (float angle, float rad) initializes (x,y)

{ new[x:=cos(angle)*rad, y:=sin(angle)*rad];} //OPt

}
/* Class of colored points whose color is definable by two different color palettes:*/

class ClPt extends Pt { float r, g, b;

required ClPt (float r, float g, float b) initializes ()

{ this.r = r; this.g = g; this.b = b; } //RClPt - main ini module for ClPt

optional ClPt (float c, float m, float yc, float k) initializes (r,g,b)

{ new[r:=..., g:=..., b:=...]; } //OClPt - calls the main ini module of ClPt

}
/* An expression creating a ClPt object with polar coordinates and CMYK palette: */

new ClPt [angle:=1.2, rad:=4, c:=0, m:=1, yc:=1, k:=0]

/* A class extending the set of options of the inherited property (color): */

class HSBClPt extends ClPt {
optional HSBClPt(float h, float s, float b) initializes(r,g,b) {...}
}
/* Another initialization of fields via the (colored) offset of ColorVector: */

class VectorClPt extends ClPt {
optional VectorClPt(ColorVector c) initializes(x,y,r,g,b) {...}
}

3 Auxiliary Functions

We inherit from FJ the auxiliary functions for field lookup (fields), for method
type lookup (mtype), and for method body lookup (mbody). We define our own
ones to deal with ini modules.

Initialization modules lookup. The function IModules takes a class name as a
parameter, and returns the sequence of all ini modules declared in this class and
in all of the class’ ancestors.

IModules(Object)=ε
CT (C)=class C extends D{−−→E f ; RIM ; −−−→OIM ;−→M}

IModules(C) = RIM · IModules(D) · −−−→OIM

In the example from Section 2, IModules(ClPt) = (RClPt, RPt, OPt, OClPt).
The order in the resulting sequence of ini modules determines the order of

execution of the ini modules themselves, as it will be shown in the operational
semantics. The required ini modules of the hierarchy are placed in the IModules
result in the reverse order with respect to the order of declaration. This is because
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required ini modules are executed after all the superclass ini modules. Instead,
optional ini modules are executed starting from the given class.

Notice that we fixed a precise execution order of ini modules for simplicity, but
the full version of our approach, [9], allows to define any possible combination of
execution among them. Moreover, note that our present choice is as restrictive
as the one for Java, where the super call must be the first instruction.

Activated module lookup. The function activated takes as arguments a class
name and a set of parameters. It returns a sequence of ini module declarations
from that class and its ancestors which are activated by the given set of param-
eters. This function uses the above defined function IModules and another one,
activated′. The function activated′ takes a sequence of ini modules and a set of
parameters and returns a sequence of ini modules, which is a subsequence of the
one passed as the first argument. In the example from Section 2, activated(ClPt,
{angle, rad, r, g, b}) = (RClPt, RPt, OPt).

activated(C, p) = activated′(IModules(C), p)

activated′(ε, ∅)=ε
aIM =modC (

−→
D q) initializes(−→r ){...} −→q ∩p=∅ �=−→q

activated′(−−→IM · aIM, p) = activated′(−−→IM, p)

aIM = mod C (
−−→
D q) initializes(−→r ){...} −→q ∩ p = −→q

activated′(−−→IM · aIM, p) = activated′(−−→IM, (p−−→q ) � −→r ) · aIM

The first set of parameters p triggers the lookup, that looks for an ini module
aIM whose input parameters are all included within p, then the lookup proceeds
recursively by looking for the ini modules that are activated by what remains of
the p plus the output parameters of aIM . Notice that this function performs also
a correctness check: it checks that all parameters, starting from p, are consumed
by some ini modules belonging to the given class and its ancestors. The condition−→q ∩ p = ∅ �= −→q ensures that activated is indeed a function.

Notice that the order of activation of the ini modules depends strictly on the
order in which those are declared in the classes. This may look like a limitation,
but the declaration order inducing the correct activation of the ini modules is
enforced by the typing rules (see Section 5), therefore the programmer is guided
by the compiler.

Class initialization parameter declaration lookup. The function params looks
up the set of all input parameters of the ini modules of the given class and its
ancestors. Every parameter is equipped with its type.

ip(mod C (
−−→
D p) initializes (−→q ) {...}) = D p

params(Object) = ∅ CT (C) = class C extends D{ ...
−−→
IM ;−→M ; }

params(C) = params(D) � ip(IM1) � ... � ip(IMn)

Note that the union of disjoin sets � works as a consistency check: there can-
not exist two declarations of input parameters with the same name in the ini
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modules belonging to the hierarchy of a given class. In the example from Sec-
tion 2, params(ClPt)={float x, float y, float angle, float rad, float r, float

g, float b, float c, float m, float yc, float k}

Required initialization module lookup. The function Rmodules, when applied to
a class name, returns the set of declarations of required ini modules found in
this class and all its ancestors. In the example from Section 2, RModules(ClPt)
= {RClPt, RPt}.

Rmodules(Object) = ∅ CT (C) = class C extends D {... RIM...}
Rmodules(C) = Rmodules(D) ∪ {RIM}

Expected input parameter lookup. The function input takes a sequence of ini
modules, and returns the list of all input parameters from such modules that
are not matched with the output parameters of modules appearing after in the
sequence itself. This function is defined only if all output parameters of a module
match the input parameters of modules appearing before it in the sequence itself.
In the example from Section 2, input((RClPt, RPt, OPt))= {angle, rad, r, g, b}.

input(ε)=∅ aIM =modC (
−→
D q) initializes (−→r ){...} input(−−→IM)=−→A�r

input(−−→IM · aIM) = −→A � q

Property 1. For every class C and set of parameters p such that activated(C, p)
is defined, input(activated(C, p)) = p holds.

Initialized field lookup. The function RIMFields takes a list of ini modules and
returns the sequence of fields initialized by the required ini modules. We recall
that in FJMIP only required ini modules initialize the fields. In the example
from Section 2, RIMFields((RClPt, RPt, OPt)) = (x, y, r, g, b).

RIMfields(ε) = ε
aIM = optional C ...

RIMFields(−−→IM · aIM) = RIMFields(−−→IM)

aIM = required C (...) initializes () { −−−−−−−−→this.f = e; }
RIMFields(−−→IM · aIM) = RIMFields(−−→IM) · −→f

4 Operational Semantics

We inherit all of the reduction rules of FJ and add rules responsible for the
execution of the initialization process. We start with the rule triggering the
object initialization process:

new C[p := e]→ new C(null|fields(C)|)[p := e][activated(C, p)] (StartRed)
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This rule evaluates an FJMIP new expression into an intermediate form, in order
to start the actual field initialization process. This intermediate form is built
from: (i) a sequence of null values, one for each of the fields of C; (ii) the set
of parameters p that trigger the initialization process, with their initialization
expressions; (iii) the set of ini modules taken from class C and its ancestors
activated by p; this set of ini modules must be executed in order to initialize the
fields of the created object.

The next rule is responsible for the execution of optional ini modules:

OIM = optional C(−→q ) initializes(−→r ) {new(r := e)}
p1 = {q1:=t1, ..., qk := tk} � p

p2 = {r1:=e1[
−→
t /−→q ], ..., rl:=el[

−→
t /−→q ]} � p

new C(−→est)[p1][
−−→
IM · OIM] → new C(−→est)[p2][

−−→
IM]

(OptionalRed)

The last-in-the-sequence optional ini module of the intermediate form is exe-
cuted. The intermediate form reduces into another intermediate form which: (i)
has the same sequence of field initialization expressions est (we recall that op-
tional ini modules do not initialize fields); (ii) has one less ini module to execute;
(iii) has an updated set of initialization parameters, containing those parame-
ters among the p1 which are not yet consumed (that is, not corresponding to
any input parameter of the OIM), plus the output parameters of OIM , whose
initialization expressions now “contain” the initialization terms supplied to the
OIM ’s input parameters (see p2). Note that the union of disjoint sets here is
important: it prevents the execution of an ini module whose output parameters
are already present in the set of the calculated parameters.

The next rule is responsible for the execution of required ini modules:

fields(C) =
−−→
C f

RIM=required D(−→q ) initializes() {this.fj1=e1;...; this.fjn=en;}
p1 = {q1 := t1, ..., qk := tk} � p−→

e′′st = −→est[j1 ← e1[
−→t /−→q ], ..., jn ← en[−→t /−→q ]]

new C(−→est)[p1][
−−→
IM · RIM] → new C(

−→
e′′st)[p][

−−→
IM] (RequiredRed)

The last-in-the-sequence required ini module of the intermediate form is exe-
cuted. The intermediate form reduces into another intermediate form which: (i)
has more fields initialized: a subset fj1 , ..., fjn of the fields f has been initialized
(see e′′st) by the expressions in RIM ’s body (substituted for the corresponding
null place holder); (ii) has one less ini module to execute; (iii) has a reduced
set of initialization parameters, containing all parameters from the set p1, minus
the input parameter of RIM .

Finally, a rule concluding the object initialization process turns the last in-
termediate form into a FJ object expressions (to which the FJ reduction rules
apply):

new C(−→e )[][]→ new C(−→e ) (EndRed)
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FJMIP values are the ones of FJ, i.e., new C(−→v ).
Note that the execution of the object initialization could get stuck in three cases:

– not enough initialization parameters have been supplied in order to execute
all the required ini modules (we recall that all required ini modules of the
hierarchy must be executed to have a fully initialized object);

– too many initialization parameters have been supplied, which would prevent
the set of expected input parameters not to be empty after the execution of
the ini modules (see the auxiliary function input);

– a parameter is supplied in two ways at the same time, for example, it is an
output parameter of two activated optional modules.

The reduction sequence for the example from Section 2 is as follows:

new ClPt[angle:=1.2, rad:=4, r:=1, g:=1, b:=0]→
new ClPt(null, null, null, null, null)[angle:=1.2, rad:=4, r:=1, g:=1, b:=0]

[RClPt,RPt,OPt]→
new ClPt(null, null, null, null, null)[x:=1.45, y:=3.73, r:=1, g:=1, b:=0]

[RClPt,RPt] →
new ClPt(1.45, 3.73, null, null, null)[r:=1, g:=1, b:=0][RClPt] →
new ClPt(1.45, 3.73, 1, 1, 0)[][] →
new ClPt(1.45, 3.73, 1, 1, 0)

5 Type Checking

Types are all induced by classes, therefore they are named by classes, as in FJ.
The subtyping relation <: of FJ is inherited by FJMIP, as well as all the type
checking rules with the following modification and additions:

– a rule for class declaration is extended by a check responsible for ini modules;
– a rule for the FJMIP object creation expression is added. The original typ-

ing rule for the FJ new(...) expression is kept, because it belongs also to
FJMIP;

– a rule for the intermediate form is added.

In the typing rules, we use the following judgement forms:

– M OK IN C: methods M type check correctly in the environment endowed
by class C.

– −−→IM OK with C p: (i) ini modules −−→IM type check correctly in the environ-
ment endowed by the classes of a hierarchy containing ini modules whose
input parameters include the C p; (ii) every output parameter of modules−−→
IM either is contained in p or corresponds to an input parameter of one of
the −−→IM (if this is the case, this one was declared before in the code of the
same class, or in a superclass). The typing rules introduced below will detail
the meaning of this judgment.
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– p : D 	 e : C: expression e has type C in the context where p are assumed
to be of types D. A context can be abbreviated by the symbol Γ .

– class C extends D { ... } OK: the declaration of class C is correct.
– CT OK: for every class C in the domain of CT , we have CT (C) OK.

In the sequel, when we will say that a certain judgement holds, we mean that
this judgement is derivable in the system we are defining.

The following rule checks class declarations:

(1.a) M OK IN C
(1.b) −−→IM OK with params(D)
(1.c) params(C) =

class C extends D { −−→C f;
−−→
IM;

−→
M } OK

(ClassDecl)

This rule is analogous to the corresponding FJ rule but with one extra judge-
ment, responsible for checking the ini modules. Premise (1.b) type checks the
expressions inside the modules and triggers the recursive check on the output
parameters of C’s ini modules IM , that are to be consumed by the input pa-
rameters of some ini modules declared before in the same class, or by some ini
modules of the superclass or of any other ancestor up in the hierarchy. The fact
that we start this check from params(D) ensures that the first declared ini mod-
ule in C will be checked against the ini modules of the ancestors only. Note that
the initialization parameters declared in the hierarchy must be distinct and this
is implied by the fact that otherwise params(C) would be undefined (premise
(1.c)).

The following rule checks optional ini module declarations:

(2.a) OIM = optional C (
−−→
D p) initializes(−→g ){new(−−−→g := e)}

(2.b) CT (C) = class C extends E {...}
(2.c) T g ⊆ s
(2.d) p : D � e : C′ −→

C′ <:
−→
T

(2.e) −−→
IM OK with s ∪D p

OIM · −−→IM OK with s
(OptionalOK )

Premise (2.c) says that the output parameters of the module OIM are contained
in the set s and are tagged with some types T , premise (2.d) says that the
expressions assigned to those output parameters must be type-compatible with
T , and premise (2.e) says that remaining modules must be checked against the
set of parameters extended with the set of input parameters of OIM .

The following rule checks required ini module declarations:

(2.f) RIM = required C (
−−→
D p) initializes () { −−−−−−−−−→this.f = e; }

(2.g) CT (C) = class C extends E { −−→C f; ... }
(2.h) p : D � e : C′ −→

C′ <:
−→
C

(2.i) −−→
IM OK with s ∪Dp

RIM · −−→IM OK with s
(RequiredOK )
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Premise (2.h) says that expressions assigned to fields in the required module must
have types matching the declarations of the fields in that class. Analogously to
the condition on the standard FJ constructor, the list of fields initialized in
the FJMIP required module must be equal to the list of fields declared in the
class. Premises (2.e) of rule (OptionalOK ) and (2.i) of rule (RequiredOK ) are
the recursive calls for the OK with check. In fact, we recall that the activation
order for ini modules is dependant on the actual declaration order in the code,
therefore the first ini module declared in a class is type-checked against the ini
modules of the ancestors only (see rule (ClassDecl)), while the others are checked
against the ini modules of the ancestors and the ini modules declared above in
the code of the same class (by rules (OptionalOK ) and (RequiredOK )).

The following axiom makes the type checking definition for ini modules sound:

ε OK with s (AxiomOK)

We state two properties, whose proofs can be found in [2].

Property 2. We assume CT OK. Then, for every class C and set of parameters p
such that activated(C, p) is defined, activated(C, p) OK with ∅ holds.

Property 3. We assume that the judgement CT OK holds. If the judgement −−→IM ·
M OK with s holds, then the judgement −−→IM OK with s holds as well.

The following rule checks object creation expressions:
(3.a) Rmodules(C) ⊆ activated(C, {pj1 , ..., pjk})
(3.b) params(C) = {T1 p1, ..., Tn pn}
(3.c) Γ � e1 : U1 U1 < Tj1 ... Γ � ek : Uk Uk <: Tjk

Γ � new C [pj1:=e1, ..., pjk := ek] : C
(New)

This rule says that the list of activated modules must contain all the required
ini modules of C’s hierarchy (premise (3.a)). Moreover, the parameters initial-
ized by the new must be contained in the set of input parameters of the ini
modules from C’s hierarchy, and the types of the initialization expressions must
match their declaration types (premises (3.b) and (3.c)). Additionally, the fact
that activated(C, {pj1 , ..., pjk

}) is defined guarantees that the passed parame-
ters form a proper set (so there are no duplicates in it), and that no unnecessary
parameters are passed.

The following rule checks intermediate forms:

(4.a) params(C) = {T1 p1, ..., Tn pn}
(4.b) {pj1 , ..., pjk} = input(

−−→
IM)

(4.c) Γ � e1 : W1 W1 < Tj1 ... Γ � ek : Wk Wk <: Tjk
(4.d) RIMfields(

−−→
IM) = (fj , ..., fl)

(4.e) fields(C) = (U1 f1, ..., Ul fl)
(4.f) ∀i<j . gi 	= null ∧ gi : Vi ∧ Vi <: Ui
(4.g) ∀i≥j . gi = null
(4.h) ∀

im∈−−→IM
.im = mod D(...) initializes ... ∧ C <: D

(4.i) −−→
IM OK with ∅

Γ � new C (−→g ) [pj1 := e1, ..., pjk := ek][
−−→
IM] : C

(Intermediate)
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This rule ensures that the intermediate forms, which result from FJMIP pro-
grams via the execution process, are well typed. Premise (4.b) checks if the set
of initialization parameters not yet consumed is a subset of all input parameters
of C’s hierarchy (with respect to premise (4.a)), and if they correspond exactly
to the input parameters of the not-yet-executed ini modules −−→IM , so that they
will be all consumed. Premise (4.c) ensures that the types of the initialization
expressions ei are compatible with the corresponding parameters’ types. Premise
(4.f) guarantees that: (i) the fields already initialized are a subset of the fields
that must be initialized in the required modules (with respect to premise (4.d));
and that each corresponding initialization expression gi is typed correctly (with
respect to premise (4.e)). Premise (4.g) ensures that the remaining fields are not
yet initialized. Premise (4.h) checks if the sequence −−→IM of ini modules is part
of the hierarchy of C. Premise (4.i) states that all output parameters of the ini−−→
IM modules must type check and be consumed within the −−→IM themselves.

Our calculus enjoys the subject reduction property and a form of type sound-
ness. This ensure that each null present in an intermediate form is replaced
by the appropriate expression for each field, yielding the property that no field
remains uninitialized after the initialization process is finished. The proofs of
these properties, and other results, can be found in [2].

Theorem 1 (SR). If Γ 	 e : C and e→ e′, then Γ 	 e′ : C′, for some C <: C′.

Theorem 2 (TS). If ∅ 	 e : C and e → e′ with e′ a normal form, then e′ is
either a value v with ∅ 	 e : D and D <: C, or an expression containing (D)new

C(−→g ), where C <: D does not hold.

6 Conclusion and Related Work

In the literature there exist studies of different variants of typed and untyped
object-oriented calculi. Some of them are the cornerstones of the theory of object-
oriented languages, such as the ones presented in [1,4,5,6]. However, none of those
calculi allow any specification of non-trivial object initialization protocols. If we
move into the Java-like realm, we find the elegant work by Flatt et al. [7], but
also their proposal does not model constructors at all. FJ [8] itself is a functional
subset of Java that allow only one trivial constructor per class.

We believe that our FJMIP calculus is the first attempt to model a non-trivial
object initialization protocol, one that also offers some practical advantages with
respect to the traditional constructor-based one, such as: (i) it reacts better when
a superclass is extended: if a parent class is extended with a new optional pa-
rameter, then the subclass gains automatically the corresponding set of options
of initialization; (ii) it reduces the number of initialization modules from ex-
ponential to linear: different points of view of the instantiation can be defined
separately; (iii) as a further effect, it discards code duplication: if a subclass
must add something to the object initialization protocol, it does not have to
reference all the parent constructors; (iv) it discards ambiguities introduced by
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constructor overloading. Moreover, FJMIP is also sound from the object initial-
ization point of view: we proved that at the end of the initialization process no
field will remain uninitialized.

FJMIP has a “bigger brother”, JavaMIP [9], which is an extension of Java.
The JavaMIP language allows more flexibility in the design of the object ini-
tialization protocol. In the paper [9] there is also a description of related work
concerning different solutions to the problem of constructors. An implementation
of JavaMIP, by Giovanni Monteferrante, together with some working examples
and benchmarks, is available at [10].
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